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Summary 
During a Capacity Café exercise at Convocation in September 2017, the college community discussed the 
results of the ICAT. Below are the main themes that emerged from the table discussions. 

Strengths 
The discussion data suggests that our faculty and staff are well prepared to work with a diverse group of 
students and colleagues, and that there are conversations happening about this issues. Policies and 
procedures are in place to ensure progress on equity issues, with hiring and retention policies 
mentioned most often. The notes also suggest that groups are in place to continue to address this equity 
issue, including goals in the strategic plan. 

Areas for Improvement 
The two more prevalent themes in the comments were the definition of equity – do we really know 
what it means to NECC, and does everyone have a consistent understanding. Another theme had to do 
with the level of priority that this was receiving at NECC. It was suggested that “how we are doing” and 
knowledge of this area would vary by department.  

I Don’t Know 
The biggest theme in this section focused on the lack of common understanding of the definitions – both 
in terms of the questions in the survey itself and general knowledge of faculty and staff. In addition, the 
question of the leadership of this issue and the focus at NECC was raised. On a positive note, the lack of 
“I don’t know responses” to the question “Are faculty and staff prepared to work with a diverse student 
population?” was highlighted. 

Communication and Awareness 
Themes around communication were to have more discussions in various formats about equity, put 
more resources towards the initiative, and communicate more broadly about the issue. 

Action Steps 
Ideas related to increasing support services for students were suggested. Suggestions of professional 
development and increasing conversations about equity were made. Suggestions also included ensuring 
appropriate leadership and strategic priority. Another theme was to involve students in a survey or 
discussion about equity. 
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Convocation Table Reports 
At the end of the Capacity Café discussion, each table selected a strength, a gap, and an action step to 
report to the rest of the group. These were recorded and are available below. 

Strengths 
• Hiring and retention policy 
• Language around policy 
• Faculty and staff are prepared to work with students from various populations 
• Ongoing committee exists to explore this area 

Gaps 
• Who is involved in decision making about equity issues? 
• Still need more clarity around the language and definition 
• Discussion has to be ongoing and consistent 
• Questions of whether we have the resources 

Action Steps 
• Interdisciplinary discussion 
• Students have a person who can answer their questions and provide resources 
• Equity criteria included in the Strategic Plan and embedded in curriculum 
• Check things off the list – such as the recruitment practices of hiring faculty and staff 
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Table Notes 
The actual notes taken at each table during the Capacity Café discussion were transcribed and are 
available below. 

Equity – Strengths 
• The openness of responses can only spark further inquiry 
• We have ongoing committees/forums to explore this topic 
• We have policies in place; self-perception is good (Question #9) (9 - Are faculty and staff 

prepared to work with a diverse student population?) 
• Tutoring centers  
• Well prepared faculty and staff 
• Hiring and retention policies in place that address equity 
• Search committee training and question candidates how they work with this population 
• Conversations about equity 
• Student clubs (Amnesty International, one geographic region, place field trips) 
• Strategic plan includes goals to advance equity 
• Equity is a primary consideration in the college’s student success efforts 
• Buildout of the Lawrence Campus 
• #9 (9 -  Are faculty and staff prepared to work with a diverse student population?) – faculty are 

equipped 
• #8 (8 - Are hiring and retention policies in place that address equity and diversity?) – hiring 

retention 
• Criteria for hiring  
• Challenge to ensure new hires can relate to our student population 
• Faculty and staff are prepared to work with a diverse student population 
• Policies and practices  
• Leadership and vision 
• Engagement and communication  
• Language of policies and vision 
• The openness of responses can only speak further inquiry – and we have ongoing committees 

and forums to explore these things 
• Question 8/9 are ?: (8 - Are hiring and retention policies in place that address equity and 

diversity? 9 -  Are faculty and staff prepared to work with a diverse student population?) we 
have policies in place, self-perception is good 

• We put particular effort in diversified hiring practices and policies  
• Faculty and staff are prepared to work with a diverse student population 
• Faculty and staff preparation for working with diverse student body 
• Hiring and retention scored high also 
• Also we determined that NECC has generally conversations about equity also strong hiring 

practices – yet also large number said ‘don’t know.’ However – we also identified this as a gap.  
• #6,8,9 (6 - Is the college community broadly engaged in conversations about equity? 8 - Are 

hiring and retention policies in place that address equity and diversity? 9 - Are faculty and staff 
prepared to work with a diverse student population?) 

• Engaged in conversations  
• Hiring and retention policies  
• Preparations of faculty and staff to work with diverse 
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• Engaged in conversations about diversity  
• Hiring and retaining staff 

 
Equity – Gaps 

• Administration’s lack of setting pace for equity 
• Today’s presentation of video wasn’t captioned (universal design)  
• We think there are too many ‘I don’t knows.’ Example: does the college employ metrics data 

etc. – many people said ‘I don’t know’ 
• Culture of evidence 
• Equity coverage is so broad and are greater at certain populations – and we are not certain that 

it covers all of the populations 
• Several area in which large numbers said ‘don’t know’ including identifying/addressing 

achievement gaps 
• There appears to be a gap in social justice and inclusion concepts embedded in curriculum 
• Also a gap in responses about engagement in conversations about equity 
• Question #9 (9 - Are faculty and staff prepared to work with a diverse student population?) – 

tells us that too many responses to this as ‘level 4’ indicates that this is a an answer from 
personal bubbles – not a college-wide informed knowledge base 

• This is a question that will vary by discipline and personal educational and life experience 
• Need clearer definition of roles (i.e. staff) 
• Social justice in math courses? Not as easy potentially  
• Do we ‘check things off the list’ (The emphasis of the policy?) 
• Application vs. success (of 8/9) (8 - Are hiring and retention policies in place that address equity 

and diversity? 9 - Are faculty and staff prepared to work with a diverse student population?) 
Need clearer definition of roles 

• Answers/responses will vary by discipline/responsibilities  
• Personal bubbles will change responses (answer on behalf of self? Division? NECC?) 
• Do we ‘check off the list?’ or do we embrace it completely?  
• It is a question of application/success (an overall theme) 
• Understanding questions and terminology 
• Excessive questioning  
• Communication of the information 
• College doesn’t have a point person to address equity 
• Issues with the overall data collection – it is not representative 
• Bad data in results in bad data out! 
• Not equal distribution of funding – for example, does the revenue generated by the Liberal Arts 

go back to student success for the Liberal Arts? 
• We did not even know the definition of equity at our table!  
• Connection between planning and how we can clarify and disseminate the information 
• Who is involved in discussions of equity 
• Communication 
• Shift the lens 
• High importance/relevance to all 
• Culture of evidence  
• Data and technology 
• What is equity? How is it defined? 
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• Full-time faculty at Lawrence campus 
 

Equity – Lack of Information or “Don’t Know” 
• Not surprising because communication isn’t clear/staff doesn’t always feel empowered 
• #14 (14 - Does the college routinely disaggregate student data into sub-populations to identify 

achievement gaps?) - Does the college routinely disaggregate student data into sub-populations 
to identify achievement gaps? 

• #15 (15 - Is disaggregated student data used to address achievement gaps?) – Is disaggregated 
student data used to address achievement gaps? – this news is not getting out 

• #4 (4 - Does the college have a formal entity to coordinate equity efforts?) – Does the college 
have a formal entity to coordinate equity efforts? 

• #13, 14, 15 – high totals (13 - Has the college defined metrics to promote and enhance equity? 
14 - Does the college routinely disaggregate student data into sub-populations to identify 
achievement gaps? 15 - Is disaggregated student data used to address achievement gaps?) 

• Silver lining - #9 low ‘don’t know’ (9 - Are faculty and staff prepared to work with a diverse 
student population?) 

• Knowing where the information is 
• Focus is on Latinos and not all subcultures = universal design 
• If we are going to have a survey on this then I think we need to know people are not sure on our 

position on equity – that may yield many ‘I don’t knows’  
• Maybe too many part-time staff that may not have the info 
• Disabilities/aggregate data may help 
• Our group had disagreement and confusion about the meaning of some of the questions on the 

sheets 
• Higher numbers of staff members who ‘don’t know’ as compared to faculty and administrators. 

It’s a problem.  
• Question is arbitrary and too ‘fuzzy’ – needs definition – too subjective to answer definitely  
• Communication of this tells us that as a key to answer is unknown to all – so we see lack of clear 

communication causes this to be a very popular response 
• Need to operationalize the definitions in the questions  
• Need for mean, median, mode for each 
• Don’t know responses reflect varying responsibilities  
• People didn’t understand the question 
• Staff members are less informed 
• Everyone needs to know 
• Should be an opportunity to know 
• Continuity in discussions 
• Are the questions unclear and that is possibly why there are so many “I don’t know” answers! 

Also, who is responsible for implementing?  
• Note: N is 22 for Equity for Administrators (only 4 said IDK) – 1/5 admins 

 

Equity – Action Steps 
• Provide more services for students who need support 
• Communication about services/support systems we do have (retention scholarships, food 

programs) 
• Finding ways for people to close small gaps (food on desks in office, gas cards, books on loan) 
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• Personal connection with someone to answer questions 
• New advisee model 
• Photo on email 
• ‘My person’ – a go-to person, day or night 
• Person or committee in charge 
• Discussion at department and staff meetings 
• Breaking committees into subgroups to address the committees 
• Profession development activities relating to equity  
• Student forums  
• Break down responses further (campus, on campus/online) 
• Include students in this survey 
• Identify recruitment practices for faculty/staff hiring to ensure diversity (to increase the ‘funnel’) 
• Break down responses to roles and by campus (Lawrence and Haverhill) – also include students 
• Demographics need more detailed from all respondents  
• Identifying recruitment practices for faculty/staff to ensure diversity, increasing the funnel of 

apps 
• More department training with all staff 
• Informal data/confidential could be used in the office to look at achievement gaps 
• Define – all at risk populations and others including students with disabilities  
• Equity should be a strategic initiative/part of strategic plan 
• Staff should be included in more college-wide meetings 
• We need more support for faculty training including social justice issues in curriculum  
• Integrating CIT and IT and universal design concept – be part of orientation 

 

Equity – Communications and Awareness Steps 
• More workshops around teaching to a diverse student population 
• More resources on both campuses included more disciplinary courses 
• Communications to faculty about resources available 
• It needs to be intentional 
• In the future, do a better job at communicating the context of why we are doing this! Better not 

more! Some did not fully understand the importance of completing this survey! We had little 
context.  

• Interdisciplinary, across the campus, discussion of equity 
• Discussion at smaller meetings 
• Multi-faceted dissemination of info (not just email) 
• Share the data! 
• Forums/college conversations ongoing 
• People forget! 

 

 

 

Results 
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